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### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.!
Keith Duncan Oct 12, 2015. Gifted to all of mankind as well as all other ACTS of
WISDOM. READ the FINAL SOLUTION picture at the VERY End of of these REPEATED Irrefutable EVIDENCE of WHO I AM. Include Exodus 20:1-17. Read to the

END for the most shocking TRUE biblical facts of all..!

!

ACTION by a single person is all that has every been required to change the
course of human history. Is this YOU, my beloved people? This has not
occurred in many decades regarding Terrorists and super criminals despite the work of
so many fore-founders throughout the course of human history.!

!

FAIR USE NOTICE: All material published is provided solely for educational and informational purposes. It may contain copyrighted material, the use of which has not been specifically authorized by the
copyright owner. Infringement of copyright is not intended. The material is made available to help educate people about all related issues. It is believed that this constitutes a 'FAIR USE' of any such copyrighted material as provided for in Title 17, section 107 of the US Copyright Law. The material is dis-
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tributed without profit to those who would like to use such material for research and educational purposes, as well as save themselves from self-genocide and tyranny of the ‘Criminal Ruling Elite’.!

!

Todays broadcast is fresh and from pure spiritual memory.

The most critical evidence is:

This entire time, I have been actively Testifying to
the world on the Felony Crimes committed against me personally as well as thousands, millions, even billions of others. The resulting Solutions are all listed for all Politicians, Governments, law enforcement, Judicial authorities, corporations, enterprises, churches, and public
to actively institute into society as standard practices of conformity and unity that has really
never existed since the dawn of mankind. !

!

!
The most powerful evidence of REMOVING all POLITICS from society starts and ends
with SolutionGovernment.com and SolutionURL.com as all citizens use
technology, common sense, and biblical integrity principals to control and manage all of their
leadership including Corporate Executives by the Majority Will of the People. !
Here is Today’s World Broadcast as I truly can not think of any major world problem I have
NOT solved over my lifetime. I have no regrets or excuses, a true rarity, I am WHO I AM and
am the true Son of Man, and godChild of Christ Jesus linage, just like all 7.372 Billion of my
people.!

!

I sent THIS following broadcast to the FBI, AG, Speaker of the House, and a few others.!
It speaks all truths of what occurred to myself and WHAT I did to counteract all the grief and
pain in the world by teaching all to Love and Care for each other. !

!

I am watching Mel Gibsons;s Brave Heart right now as he is TORTURED to DEATH because
he STOOD for his entire PEOPLE, just like I do my entire life.!

!
!
START OF eFAX from my # (678-550-6050)!
!
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Again, I work for ALL governments, Military, Corporations, and ALL PEOPLE to teach
everyone how to PREVENT crimes in first place. SolutionGovernment.com is the ONLY
solution to remove POLITICAL CRIMINALS from all of society along with the underground Terrorists like Robert Dee Rose http://www.ManHuntRose.com and
www.WhereIsRobertRose.com!
I have clearly stated with top AUTHORITY that I was KIDNAPPED by ROSE after I was
asked to go TO USAirforce Base Langley on Sept 25, 2011 and KIDNAPPED Oct 3, 2011
to PREVENT usa Military from protecting the Intellectual Property I delivered successfully that Sunday Evening. !

!

Anyone who FAILS to investigate and convict over 100 USA government officials tied
to this ONE Terrorist, is clearly guilty of multiple CRIMES starting with WillFul Obstruction of Justice of the USA Military Investigations I have delivered over and over. !
NOTIFY FBI James Comey and AG Loretta Lynch that their agencies are on verge of
total COLLAPSE if the PUBLIC RIOTS as the PRESS has been notified over and over on
the quad trillions of USD one way transfer of assets over past few years/decades to the
same Government officials who control our Courts, Judges, Laws, and other instruments of brutality to MY 7.372 Billion PEOPLE. !
Why has not a SINGLE HONEST FEderal Judge, Special Prosecutor, Congressperson,
INTERPOL investigator, and/or USA Military Investigator contacted Keith Duncan for
the PRESS CONFERENCE SERIES of ALL TIME. !
To show again and again, in plain language the SIGNED COurt Documents of
4:11cr112 that show full scale conspiracies and full scale coverup with destruction of
public documents that show ROSE is behind all this carefully planned extortion and
blackmail of so many of his own FineHomeTechnologies.com clients and extremely
powerful politicians and executives.!

!

I close WAITING for JUSTICE in ultimate TERMS for the USA Military, OR FBI, OR AG
or CHURCHES to protect my life and assets.!

!

I publish THIS broadcast to the world on IseeIunderStand.com as I know WHO I AM.
Do you stand for justice, or are you willing to be shunned by all of society for your own
actions by www.SolutionURL.com in all major languages....!
Keith!

!
here is broadcast from 2 days ago. Each day is historic.!
!

SolutionGovernment.com breaks all barriers of Political Corruption PCTerror.com as SolutionMilitary.com is the first and last resort to prevent crimes against people committed by those col-

lectively known as the 'Criminal Ruling Elite'. These are the underground criminal enterprises
that control so much of our defense industry, skimming tax dollars at County level, bankers
involved in helping create war situations, and those who steal computer information (insider
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Trading) like Robert Dee Rose (DOB 1971-April-01) as Langley Air Force Base visit Sept 25,
2011 per Norfolk Terrorist Conspiracy 4:11cr112 indicates that ROSE has criminal agents already embedded inside IRS, FBI, AG, USMarshals, and other government agencies to actively DELETE all criminal reports of ROSE's treason, espionage, and other massive crimes. !
!
Contact Langley OSI Capt. Kong (757)764-7972 to ask USA Military contact and escort
Keith back to USA for Press Conference series with FBI James Comey and AG Loretta Lynch
to address all the crimes committed based on Cancelled TPO 11.1.1171.99 Cobb County GA
Berry Vic Reynolds dated July 15, 2011. !
!
Then Keith Duncan can finally debrief the world on www.UNIocracy.com SolutionURL.com
and all the other comprehensive solutions that give total control of all citizens to manage and
control their own leadership and direct their taxpayer funding to the projects that actually benefit their own communities. Keith currently in Manila, Philippines (63) 0917-335-4300 waiting
for FIRST, then NEXT honest person to uphold Constitutional Law. Who joins UNITYurl.com
and forms their own chapters to address their concerns with working solutionFinal.com as the
Battle Cry of All Republics….!

!

This just posted on https://youtu.be/phzRY0DdRXk on real cities, roads, and populations. The footage is the demonstration of absolute air power that is used by corrupt politicians to carpet bomb their way into popularity by claiming they are solving the world’s conflicts by killing off all opposition. How easy will it be for USA officials to carpet bomb USA cities
on premise that a terrorist group has corporate offices or homes in the middle of a metropolitan city. This will ensure the movie such as ‘Escape from New York’ becomes true reality.!

!
Titled: B-1 B-2 & B-52 Doing Heavy Carpet Bombing!
!

### World Rebroadcast. Oct 12, 2015!
These are birds of ultimate PREY. They can destroy literally anyone or anything in the blink of
your eye. SolutionGovernment.com and SolutionURL.com voids the use of war by the Political Criminals who want to wipe out all opposition on premise that Terrorists are posed to attack their own homes and criminal enterprises. These true stories of reality are from
BidOnKeith.com who offers his extensive team services to all Governments, Corporations,
Military, all churches, and the public with the PRESS's endorsement to conduct the most simply massive REFORMATION of all time accurately named!

!

UNIocracy.com to bring total UNIFICATION to our entire world of misguided persons. UNITYurl.com is the model of all choice and the only SOLUTIONFinal.com for mankind to see reality of how WAR destroys our CREATOR's universe by dividing each person from their loved
ones and encouraging hatred, bigotry, injustice, and the eventual current slave trading enterprises known as are legal, judicial, prison, and corporation systems that profit those who control the flow of your information.!
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Contact EVERYONE, including all USA Military Chiefs of Staff, Interpol, UNITED NATIONS,
and the Associated Press. I am complete in what Keith Brent Duncan has published to our entire world on how to LOVE and CARE for Each OTHER by holding self and everyone else accountable for their actions and behaviors. These simple methods use 1. Common Sense 2.
Integrity principals, 3. Use of technology to view, observe, and report all criminal activity to the
rest of the world. Interpol was sent and gifted SolutionURL.com and URLiDent.com on Jan 7,
2015.!
Today is Oct 12, 2015 as i wait for the FIRST honest person, then the NEXT person to represent my rights that are also your GOD GRANTED RIGHTS of free will choice and Freedom of
Speech that has been so grossly carpet bombed by the Criminal Ruling Elite known as most
of your politicians, political action campaign contributors, corporate executives, and of course
Robert Dee Rose (ManHuntROSE.COM) that are prevented once and for all by www.SolutionMilitary.com that monitors for corruption and crimes when local communities go to BED
with other criminals..... Watch 'The Book of ELI' movie to understand what I have just done for
all of humanity. Keith Duncan (www.BidOnKeith.com ) and author of PCter-

ror.com and latest www.TeamMoneyMachine.com along with www.TurnOffLights.com SolutionDefense.com SolutionPeace.com SolutionBankFraud.com and the other comprehensive world changing and world saving solutions known as 'The Plans of Salvation.!

!

Welcome to world broadcast studios of CreatorKeith.com World Trading Partner Ministries Enterprises INC. !

!
Keith Brent Duncan!
!

!
I just posted this comment on YouTube.com, asking AGAIN for meeting with top level
leadership, Just like I have been doing for years now. I visited well over 100 churches, spoke
with their lead pastors and everyone I encountered, including the children, youth, and elderly.!
So many of them turned away, thinking, this person is just a random visitor. He asks questions about what are the needs of our church and how he can publicly cross market our
church. !
!
This is the testimony of OTHERS for I can see in their eyes and responses they are
consumed with worry, sometimes grief, and are just following the leads of others, rather than
acting with authority in GOD’s name like I have done my entire life. This was Felix Manalo,
Dr. Martin Luther King, German Martin Luther, USA President Abraham Lincoln and Jimmy
Carter, UN Ambassador Rev Andrew Young (Atlanta GA Oct 14, 2014 personal interview with
him), and all the broadcasts to PRESS, Congress, Speaker of House John Boehner, and of
course direct contacts and visits with all law enforcement agencies IRS, FBI, AG, USMarshals, State Law Bars, Universities, and literally everyone I can reach. Moses, Abraham,
Christ, St Peter, and all the other fore-founders of our world accomplished the same tasks in
the name of the Trinity centered on our own one mutual Creator I call Dad.!
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#296 INC Manalo BuiltByKeith endorsement with Uniocracy.com !
https://youtu.be/jmIlt6SrvyU !

!

I am asking for appointment for two way interview with Executive Director Eduardo Manalo.
Pastor June Padilla Nonato JR. B is Part of College of Evangelical Ministry in Quezon City.
His cell 0905-509-9398. He recommended I meet with District Minister Romer Galang. Who
will contact top INC leadership so I can finally bring all churches into UNIFICATION, JUSTIFICATION, and CONFORMITY with GOD's original design for all of humanity. My ministries to
address EVIL, corruption, political crimes, and almost all other forms of viceful sins were
completed months, actually YEARS ago. Few notice because of their worries, viceful ways,
survival mode of what they are going to eat, and their blinded viewpoints of true reality. I just
posted critical world broadcast on Last broadcast .PDF file on top of iseeIunderStand.com
Keith. The True Son of Man here to serve all of mankind.!

!

This FAX just sent to Speaker of House John Boehner, FBI Atlanta, Sally Yates Atlanta Office,
and other key government agencies. I used my eFax 678-550-6050 electronic transmission.!
Any of these direct commands to USA government will result in the UNIFICATION of all people in very short succession steps using SolutionFinal.com that is unbreakable in plain
language.!

!
!
#### .!
!

This just posted on PCTerror.com CONTACT page going virally public to the world.!
This sent to my PR person in NYC who refuses to do much of anything but complain and
make all the excuses in the world WHY she refuses to notify journalists…!
EMAIL:!
One point of contact over weeks, months, even years never yields results. Publicity is the
ability to multiple one's efforts by raising public awareness.!

!

The PRIME way to get anyones attention INSIDE the USA government is for them to have
multiple inquiries. When a single person reports any crime to FBI-IRS-AG, their clear policy is
to NEVER respond regardless of any critical nature. After so, so many calls to law enforcement, they almost always state "If we need more information, we will call you back'. Also, We
will probably not call you back, since we can never confirm or deny that any investigation is in
progress and who is involved. that would jeopardize the purity of our work.'!

!

I have above on Audio per my so many calls to ALL law enforcement. I get NOTHING but
criminal grief from those who are suppose to protect our rights and assets. So I continue to
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broadcast focused on the LIGHT of JUSTICE and EQUALITY, since no one else clearly does
what I do. If they had, our world would already be ONE UNIocracy.com !

!

#######!
#### Major world Rebroadcast update. Is this finally STRONG COMMANDING Language to
knock the living HELL out of those who deserve Justice by their own criminal actions,!
I am currently sitting in the Shangi-Li lobby in Makita Philippines (part of lower Manila), having
a nice glass of red wine and pondering the future of mankind. That is also what this is all
about. Here is the email excerpt from Bernie Sanders from Vermont who is running for USA
president. What he states is 100% true and was basis for HelpINmates.com and HostageForProfit.com that have been active starting in Feb 2011 right after I was kidnapped by orders of terrorist Robert Dee Rose after he and Ms. BASHAMA robbed my home by U-Haul truck on Feb
32, 2011 per Marietta P.D. report 1.11.2506 I filed after calling 911 twice on Feb 4, 2011 as
soon as I woke up. !

!
Email from Bernie Sanders to: BidonKeith.com INC -!
!

Today in America, shamefully, we have more people in jail than any other country on earth.
The United States is home to 4.4 percent of the world’s population, and 22 percent of its prisoners. A big reason for this is because companies that profit from prisons have spent millions
of dollars lobbying for laws that needlessly keep people behind bars for far too long.!

!

It is our job, in my view, to recreate our criminal justice system. And I believe that we cannot
do that as long as corporations are allowed to profit from mass incarceration.!

!

Today this situation has gotten so out of hand that our prisoners are no longer people — they
have simply become sources of profit as laborers who work for pennies an hour on behalf of
major corporations. Keeping human beings in jail for long periods of time must no longer be
an acceptable business model. Our focus should be on treating people with dignity and ensuring they have the resources they need to get back on their feet when they get out. I am glad
that President Obama this week ordered the release of nearly 6,000 nonviolent offenders
from federal prison, but there is much more to do.!

!

I have recently introduced legislation that will put an end to for-profit prisons. My bill will bar
federal, state, and local governments from contracting with private companies who manage
prisons, jails, or detention facilities. And it will require Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) to improve their monitoring of detention facilities and eliminate private detention centers
within 2 years.!

!

Now I want to know if you’re willing to fight with me on this issue. Sign my petition in support
of my Justice is Not for Sale Act and say you’ve had enough of millionaires and billionaires
profiting by keeping more and more Americans behind bars.!
CreatorKeith.com INC 2015 Gifts all his Acts of Wisdom to the world. !
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The private-for-profit prison racket is a $70 billion industry, and with so much money at stake,
it’s not surprising they’ve corrupted our political process. The industry has contributed millions of dollars to candidates in pursuit of laws that increase incarceration of nonviolent offenders — a practice that disproportionately impacts people of color in the United States. We
must stop the practice of governments guaranteeing prison occupancy as part of deals with
private corporations that incentivize states to keep prison cells filled. And we must stop the
practice of private companies charging exorbitant rates for prisoners to contact their families
by phone — sometimes up to several dollars per minute to talk with loved ones, and charging
outrageous service fees to prisoners trying to access their money upon release. That kind of
exploitation takes an already difficult family dynamic between husbands, wives, parents and
children and strains it even further. It is wrong to profit from the imprisonment of human beings and the suffering of their families and friends. It’s time to end this morally repugnant
process, and along with it, the era of mass incarceration.!

!

But my legislation goes even further. It also takes steps to reduce our bloated inmate population by reinstating the federal parole system so that officials can individually assess each
prisoner’s risk and chance for rehabilitation. It ends the immigrant detention quota, which requires officials to hold a minimum of 34,000 people captive at any given time. And it would
end the detention of immigrant families, many of whom are currently held in privately-owned
facilities in Texas and Pennsylvania.!

!

If we act, not only can we prevent thousands of lives from being destroyed, but we can save
billions of taxpayer dollars.!

!
Join me today.!
!

Sign my petition in support of my Justice is Not for Sale Act and say you’ve had enough of
millionaires and billionaires profiting by keeping more and more Americans behind bars.!

!

This legislation enjoys a broad coalition of support on both sides of the aisle. And if we stand
together and continue to bring attention to this issue, we can put a stop to the abomination of
private prisons profiting from human suffering.!

!
Thank you for standing with me.!
!
In solidarity,!
!
Bernie Sanders!
######.!

!
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My running commentary re-broadcast to the world is 100% true and can
NOT be denied. !
For the greatest drain of all wealth to the Criminal Ruling Elite is your tax dollars being
used to fund the kidnapping of so many on false premises to ensure the criminals go free.
This is truly what happened to myself as all criminal evidence always has pointed at ROSE,
Ms. Bashama, Duncan Clan, my own lawyers, each Judge and person involved, and even
Dead-Murdered Cobb County Judge Fabier (Sept 2011) and Brian Walker (Dec 7, 2013 Gwinnett County). Each and every criminal document is shown on WhereIsRobertRose.com
HostageForProfit.com SolutionMilitary.com to show the world WHO I AM. For I have never professed to be anyone other than the true Son of Man. I am WHO I AM as GOD is the only
benefactor I stated in that one Sept 3, 2011 video on youTube.com that asks for Sovereign immunity from USA government and all other nations PRIOR to Kidnapping. I detected over and
over that ROSE had cyberbugged my own home and then my cell phones and my Acura TL
car. Easy to do, ROSE simply installed tracking devices, installed IP sniffer to my hardware
internet, and paid off telecomm companies to supply him with my cell call records and my exact locations and travels. Tracking Credit cards is also so, so easy with an insider at the
banks.!

!

Each and every Constitutional Right as well as my freedom was denied by everyone involved
based on NO evidence or testimony from any ACCUSER ever presented in Court. I was
NEVER allowed to speak or give their own COURT DOCUMENTS back to anyone, including
the USA Military, FBI, AG. So I did this at every single opportunity now +8 long years based
on the $250,000 USD cash in Forsyth County GA Judgment 08SC-1345 granted Oct 2010
when ROSE not only NEVER declared bankruptcy of HomeWaves.com, he SHUT down all 17
R.I.Co. companies and transferred millions of USD assets to his other ‘perfect crime’ enterprises that I have been showing to all law enforcement, public, press, and churches for now
+7 years. That is the IRS Feb 2009, 658 judgment worth in excess of $8 Million USD that nora.Beardsley@irs.gov has clearly DESTROYED by now.!

!

!
If ANYONE had ever done their job, I would NOT still be HOMELESS, DESTITUTE,
and the #1 Landmark Miscarriage of Justice PLAINTIFF against each and every criminal, including Norfolk Judge Raymond Jackson and Deputy Attorney General sally.Yates2@USDOJ.gov
who ALL saw the one Cancelled TPO 11.1.1171.99 dated July 15, 2011 so NO 922(g)8 violation COULD have occurred when I asked for SAFE haven from the USA Military to escort
THEM to the FBI-AG offices to COMMAND them to take out each criminal connected to
ROSE.!

!

These are just a few percentage facts of the total devastation of felony and capital federal
crimes committed by so many against myself and all 7.372 Billion of MY people.!

!
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So I close now. Not much left to REPEAT and REPEAT over and over, for now +8 years of
PURE hell as ROSE uses my own funds to continue his +15 years of perfect crime sprees by
blackmailing so many, committing murder, crimes against humanity, and almost every single
felony crime listed in the U.S.C. statues books of law.!

!

Keith
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